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Abstract. Radio-frequency Identification (RFID) grouping proof protocol is widely used in medical healthcare industry, trans-
portation industry, crime forensics and so on，it is a research focus in the field of information security. The RFID grouping 
proof protocol is to prove that some tags belong to the same group and exist simultaneously. To improve the applicability of 
the RFID grouping proof protocol in low cost tag applications, this paper proposes a new scalable lightweight RFID grouping 
proof protocol. Tags in the proposed protocol only generate pseudorandom numbers and execute exclusive-or(XOR) opera-
tions. An anti-collision algorithm based on adaptive 4-ary pruning query tree(A4PQT) is used to identify the response message 
of tags. Updates to secret information in tags are kept synchronized with the verifier during the entire grouping proof process. 
Based on these innovations, the proposed protocol resolves the scalability issue for low-cost tag systems and improves the 
efficiency and security of the authentication that is generated by the grouping proof. Compared with other state-of-the art pro-
tocols, it is shows that the proposed protocol requires lower tag-side computational complexity, thereby achieving an effective 
balance between protocol security and efficiency. 
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1.  Introduction 

A RFID grouping proof mechanism is a mechanism that proves the co-existence of a group of tags in a specific 
application environment (i.e., ensuring that the group of tags was scanned by a reader at the same time and that 
they exist at the same time as well). There are various applications for RFID grouping proof mechanisms. These 
include applications in the medical healthcare industry where medical personnel need to verify that certain medi-
cine, blood products, or other material belong to the same group or that certain medicines belong to a prescription 
from a single doctor. In the transportation industry, grouping proof mechanisms can be used to prove that certain 
goods exist in the boxes that are tagged with  RFID. Any replacement of these goods will lead to the failure of the 
integrity of the grouping proof mechanism, thereby helping to prevent potential issues. A grouping proof mecha-
nism can also be applied during the forensics process. If the RFID tag is attached to a cell phone or other personal 
device that belongs to a user in the same group, then the police can use the grouping proof mechanism to deter-
mine whether a crime has carried out by the user. A RFID grouping proof that is known as the yoking-proof pro-
tocol was first introduced by Juels in 2004 [1]. This protocol can be used to prove that two tags exist and were 
scanned simultaneously. Researchers have expanded this protocol for multiple tags by proving their co-existence 
and proving that they were scanned simultaneously. These protocols have been generally recognized as grouping 
proof protocols [4-12] by the majority of researchers. Current grouping protocols are mainly based on two models. 
The first model uses the association method, where tags in the same group are associated either at the data link 
layer or by other methods. During the grouping proof, the reader first sends a request for a grouping proof. When 



the first tag receives the request, it passes the result to the next associated tag using certain types of calculations. 
Subsequent tags repeat the same process until the last tag sends the final calculation result to the reader, which 
then generates a grouping proof. In the second model, the reader broadcasts a request and all the tags respond by 
calculating the same response message. The reader then generates a grouping proof based on the various tag re-
sponses. Protocols from the first model require a pre-association between tags and the grouping proof relies on the 
successful message transmission between tags. It is obvious that the efficiency of this model is relatively low 
when the number of tags is relatively high. As a result, the scalability of this model is also relatively low. The sec-
ond model is suitable for the generation of a grouping proof for a large number of tags. However, the possibility 
of response collision issues between the reader and the tags when they share a common open wireless media is 
generally overlooked by current researchers. Thus, a proper anti-collision mechanism must be proposed before a 
scalable protocol can be designed. This paper proposes a Scalable Lightweight Grouping Proof (SLGP) protocol 
for RFID systemss. The proposed protocol adopts the second model and uses An anti-collision algorithm based on 
adaptive 4-ary pruning query tree(A4PQT) [13] to identify the response message of tags. Since tags only generate 
simple pseudorandom numbers, the computational burden on the tags is reduced significantly, thereby making it 
well suited for the generation of large scale grouping proofs.  

2.  Related work 

Peris-Lopez et al. proposed two-tag grouping proof protocols that are referred to as clumping-proofs [2]. The 
clumping proofs follow the association model, in which every tag generates a tag identifier using a lightweight 
Num function. Upon the generation of the proof, the tag uses a Message Authentication Code (MAC) function to 
calculate the partial evidence. Lo et al. [3] discovered security flaws in the clumping-proof protocol. For instance, 
clumping proofs are unable to resist Denial of Proof (DoP) attacks and are unable to ensure forward security. In 
order to overcome the security flaws in clumping-proof protocols, Lo et al. [3] proposed 3 association models 
based grouping proof protocols for RFID systems, namely the Online Verifier Based Protocol (OVBP), the Effi-
cient Online Verifier Based Protocol (EOVBP), and the Offline Timestamp Server Based Protocol (OTSBP). In 
order to prevent DoP attacks, the tags need to be authenticated when the verifier receives partial evidence for a tag. 
Liu et al. [4] proposed a grouping proof protocol that is suitable for multiple readers and tags. However, in Liu’s 
protocol, the ID of tag TA is updated, but the reader is not updated, which leaves an opening for desynchroniza-
tion attacks. Additionally, as this protocol is based on the association model, it is also not scalable. Zhang et al. [5] 
proposed a protocol based on the broadcasting model, whereby all tags create partial evidence that is used by the 
reader for generating a grouping proof. However, there are several issues with this protocol. Firstly, readers in this 
protocol broadcast twice before tags respond, which significantly decreases the efficiency of the protocol. The 
potential for collisions between tag responses is another issue that has not been resolved by this protocol. Second-
ly, there are other security flaws as well. Although readers and tags represent themselves with hashed values, the 
hashed values and the shared security key are never changed. As a result, forward security cannot be guaranteed. 
Further, as there are no mutual authentications between tags and readers, many other potential security issues may 
also exist. Unlike association grouping proof protocols in which the pre-association of tags can be considered a 
form of authentication for tags, the broadcasting grouping protocols do not include pre-association of tags. As a 
result, the tags need to be authenticated separately[18-22].  

3. Scalable Lightweight Grouping Protocol (SLGP) 

3.1.Description of SLGP  
 

SLGP includes four phases, namely initialization, authentication, grouping proof generation, and grouping 
proof verification. During the initialization phase, the reader and tag secrets are set based on the secret parameters. 
The authentication phase represents the authentication of the reader by the verifier. During the grouping proof 
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generation phase, the reader generates a grouping proof based on the partial evidence in the tag responses and dur-
ing the grouping proof verification phase, the validity of the grouping proof is validated by the verifier. The sym-
bols that are used in the protocol are shown in Table 1 along with their meanings.The process flow for SLGP exe-
cution is shown in Fig.1. 

Initialization 
There are three entities that are included in a RFID grouping proof protocol: the tags T = (T1,T2,…,Tn), a reader 

R, and a backend verifier (backend server) V. The verifier shares the same  
Table 1 List of Symbols used in the SLGP Protocol 

Symbol Description 
V Verifier 
R Reader 
T Tag 
IDi Tag ID 
Pi Tag pseudonym  
KTi Secret for Tagi that is shared with the verifier 

g( ) Pseudo-random number generator 
Nq, Nv, N1, N2, N3  Temporary exchange numbers 

IDR Reader ID 
PR Reader pseudonym 
EK  Encrypt with secret key K  

⊕  Exclusive-OR operation 

KR Reader’s secret, which is shared with verifier 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Fig.1 Process flow for SLGP execution 
secret number (KTi) with each tag. The verifier and the tag both use the same pseudorandom number generator and 
the same seed (st1) that are used for computing the tag pseudonym (Pi). The tag pseudonym is computed using Pi = 
g(IDi⊕st1⊕KTi), where IDi is the tag ID. The verifier stores the tag information set (T, Pi, KTi, Ti), where T repre-
sents the group (T1,T2,…,Tn) that the tags belong to. Each tag stores the set (Pi, KTi). The verifier and the readers 
share the same secret KR. The verifier and each of the readers share a common pseudorandom generator and seed 
(st2) that are used for computing the reader pseudonym (PR). The reader pseudonym is computed using PR = 
g(IDR⊕st2⊕KR), where IDR is the reader ID. The verifier and the reader both save the set (PR, KR). 

Authentication 
Assume that each reader needs to be authenticated by the verifier upon grouping proof generation towards a 

group of tags. 
The reader first generates a temporary exchange number (a random number) Nq for computing s = 

g(PR⊕KR⊕Nq). The state is set to cn←1 and the pseudonyms PR←g(PR, Nq) and KR←g(KR, Nq) are updated. The 
values for Nq and s are then transmitted to the verifier. 

R→V：Nq, s 
The verifier computes s = g(PR⊕KR⊕Nq) based on Nq and the values for PR and KR, that are stored in  

the database and determines whether it is the same as the s value that was received. If the two values of s match, 
the reader has been successfully authenticated. After this, an authorization vR is generated and the values of 
PR←g(PR, Nq) and KR←g(KR, Nq) are updated. The verifier stores the set (PR, KR) and the authorized set (R, T, vR) 
before and after the updates. This represents the authorization for the reader to generate a grouping proof for the 
group of tags T based on the authentication key vR=EKR(Pi), which contains the tag secret key and the pseudonym. 
The verifier subsequently generates a temporary exchange number Nv, and transmits it to the reader along with vR 
and also updates the tag pseudonym and secret number Pi←g(Pi, Nq) and KTi←g(KTi, Nq) at the same time. 

V→R：Nv，vR 

Upon receiving Nv and vR, the reader resets the state to 0, cn←0. 
Grouping Proof Generation 
The reader generates a temporary exchange number N1 and broadcasts it to all tags in the region. 
R→T：N1 
The tags compute ri = g(Pi,KTi, N1) and transmit the ri values to the reader. 
T→R：ri  
Since readers and tags share the same wireless channel, collision occurs when multiple tags send their respons-

es simultaneously. The A4PQT algorithm was introduced in References[13] is used to identify the response mes-
sage of tags. Each identified tag is authenticated as follows: 

The reader generates a temporary exchange number N2 and passes it to the tag in order to initialize the protocol. 
R→T：N2  
The tag generates a temporary exchange number N3, computes )( 321 NNPgr i ⊕⊕= , and sets the tag’s state to 

cn←1. 
T→R：N3, r1 
Upon receiving the values for N3 and r1, the reader computes the value of r1 in order to determine whether the 

computed value is the same as the r1 value that was received. The protocol process ends if the two values do not 
match. If the values are the same, then the reader computes )( 32 qi NNPgr ⊕⊕= , and passes the Nq and r2 values 

to the tag. 
Upon receiving the values for Nq and r2, the tag computes r2 and determines whether the computed value is the 

same as the r2 value that was received. If the values match, the tag updates its pseudonym and secret values 
Pi←g(Pi, Nq), KTi←g(KTi, Nq), sets its state to cn←0, and stores both the old and new values for the pseudonym 
and secrets. 



After authenticating all visible tags, the reader computes the grouping proof, p = MACKR(r1⊕r2⊕…⊕rn，N1，
PR) based on the responses from the tags. 

Verification of Grouping Proof  
The reader transmits r1, r2, …, rn, N1, PR, and p to the Verifier. 
R→V：r1, r2, …, rn，N1，PR, p 
The verifier searches for the corresponding (PR, KR) based on the reader’s pseudonym PR. If no match is found, 

the verification fails. If a match is found, then a search is performed for the reader’s authenticated set (R, T, vR). If 
no match is found, this means that the reader has not been authenticated and the verification fails. If the verifica-
tion set is found, then the verifier computes p = MACKR(r1⊕r2⊕…⊕rn，N1，PR). If the computed value is the 
same as the value that was received, then the grouping proof is deemed to have been verified. 

 
3.2 SLGP Security Analysis 
 

Reader masquerading attack: In the SLGP protocol, readers need to send requests to the verifier in order to ini-
tiate tag verification. The verifier verifies the reader based on the tag pseudonym and authentication secret key s = 
g(PR⊕KR⊕Nq) values that are stored and only the genuine reader can generate a valid s value. Upon successful 
verification, the verifier sends the reader an encrypted message that contains the reader tag pseudonym. Since the 
encryption key is a secret that is only shared between the reader and the verifier, attackers cannot intercept the 
contents of the message or masquerade as the reader.  

Tag spoofing attack: A reader authenticates the tag based on the tag pseudonym and pseudorandom generator 
before accepting its partial evidence. As a result, spoofed tags will not be able to complete the verification process. 

Reader and tag anonymity: The reader and the tag use a pseudonym and a secret number during protocol execu-
tion. This allows the pseudonym and secret number to be updated and synchronized with the verifier. As a result, 
attackers cannot obtain information about the reader or the tag based on the pseudonym and the secret numbers. 

Mutual authentication: Mutual authentication between the reader and the tag is a security issue that is often 
overlooked during broadcasting for grouping proof generation. In the SLGP protocol, the reader first sends the tag 
a temporary exchange number in order to initialize the verification process. During the process, the reader and the 
tag both use the tag pseudonym that is only known to authenticated readers and tags for responses, thereby achiev-
ing mutual authentication between readers and tags. 

Replay attack: An intruder obtains communication messages by eavesdropping on the communications between 
the verifier, the reader, and the tags. When the intruder resends these messages to the counterparts, the duplicated 
messages can be easily spotted because a one-time temporary exchange number is used in each of the transmis-
sions.  

De-synchronization attack: During the protocol execution, the reader and verifier, the reader and tag, and the 
tag and verifier are always synchronized with each other. The pseudonym and secrets are updated after successful 
authentication and the updated status is stored using the state variable. 

The completeness of grouping proof: The grouping proof contains the partial evidence from the tag. These par-
tial evidences are generated by the pseudo-random number generator based on the respective tag pseudonym and 
secret. Since the pseudo number generator, tag pseudonym, and tag secret are unknown to the intruder, it is im-
possible for the intruder to forge the partial evidence for a tag. In addition, the grouping proof authenticates the 
partial evidence from a tag using the MAC and the common key between the reader and the verifier. Since the 
MAC function is a secure one-way function, an intruder cannot derive the content of the MAC from its value. 

4. SLGP Security Proof And Performance Analysis 

4.1 SLGP security proof 
 



Firstly, three oracle machines are defined based on the abilities of intruders. An intruder can interact with the 
system using the following oracle machines[14-17]. 

Execute(R,T): This oracle machine mimics the intruder’s ability to simulate the protocol that is executed be-
tween a reader R and a tag T. 

SendTag(T,m1,m2): This oracle machine simulates that the case where an intruder sends a message m1 to tag T 
and receives a response m2. 

SendReader(R,m3,m4): Oracle machines simulate the case where the intruder sends a message m3 to reader R 
and receives a response m4 from the reader. 

Using the oracle machines for Execute(R,T), SendTag(T,m1,m2), andSendReader(R,m3,m4), an intruder can also 
eavesdrop on messages during execution, masqurade as a reader or tag that is sending messages, and use these 
messages to execute replay attacks, middle attacks, and des-synchronizaiton attacks. The intruder’s objective is to 
forge a grouping proof that can be verified by the verifier. The success of the attack depends on the intruder’s 
ability to masquerade as a tag or reader. 

Theorem : For any probabilistic polynomial time algorithm attack, SLGP is able to generate a secure 
grouping proof. 

Proof: An intruder executes Execute(R,T), SendTag(T,m1,m2), and SendReader(R, m3,m4) multiple times in 
order to obtain messages that were transmitted during a protocol execution. 

For an intruder to masquerade as an authenticated reader, the intruder must be able to guess the value of s = 
g(PR⊕KR⊕Nq). The following scenario describes a situation where this could occur. 

Senario one: First, if the intruder is able to perform Execute(R,T), SendTag(T,m1,m2), and SendReader(R, 
m3,m4) as many times as needed in order to gather every possible value of s = g(PR⊕KR⊕Nq) and the length of s = 
g(PR⊕KR⊕Nq) is L, then the probability of a successful guess is 1/2L. 

Secondly, if the intruder can execute Execute(R,T), SendTag(T,m1,m2), and SendReader(R, m3,m4) only once in 
order to obtain m number of values of s = g(PR⊕KR⊕Nq) and the intruder is able to decrypt PR and KR using s = 
g(PR⊕KR⊕Nq), then the probability of success for the intruder is approximately m/2L. 

Based on the considerations above, the probability that an intruder can sucessfully masquerade as a reader is 
less than (1+m)/2L. 

For an intruder to spoof as a tag, the intruder must be able to extract Pi and KTi from ri = g(Pi,KTi, N1). The fol-
lowing scenario may occur. 

Senario two: First, if the intruder can perform Execute(R,T), SendTag(T,m1,m2), and SendReader(R, m3,m4) as 
many times as needed in order to obtain every possible value of ri and the length of ri is L, then the probability that 
the intruder will succeed is 1/2L. 

Secondly, if the intruder extracts Pi and KTi from ri = g(Pi,KTi, N1) and the oracle machines obtain a total of m 
values for ri, the probability that the intruder will succeed is approximately m/2L； 

Therefore, the success rate for tag spoofing is less than 1/2L +m/2L. 
From the analysis above, it is clear that the probability of reader masquerading or tag spoofing is negligible. 

Therefore, SLGP is able to guarantee the security of the grouping proof against any probabilistic polynomial time 
algorithm attack. 

 
4.2 Performance Analysis 
 

The performance of a grouping proof protocol is determined by the tag performance. In this section, several 
classic grouping proof protocols are selected for performance comparisons with the proposed SLGP. The costs of 
tag computations are determined by the costs of the cryptographic primitives in the protocol. The computational 
complexity of a cryptographic primitive can be represented using execution clock cycles. The execution clock 
cycle data that is used in this section is extracted from reference [14]. For example, the number of clock cycles for 
hash function execution, pseudorandom number generation, and AES encrypted hash functions (MAC) are 1,274, 
104, and 2,306, respectively. The cryptographic primitives used in reference [3] include pseudorandom number 
generation (P), bit shifting, and MAC. The computational costs for tags are 8P + 8B + 4M. If the execution clock 



cycles required by the simple bit shifting operations are ignored, then the number of clock cycles consumed by a 
tag in reference [3] is 10,056. The computational costs of tags in reference [4] are 38B + 2P. If the execution clock 
cycles required by the simple are ignored, then the number of clock cycles that are consumed by the tag in refer-
ence [4] is 208. The computational costs of tags in reference [5] are 4M + 2P and clock cycles required by the tag 
are 9,432. During the generation of partial evidence in the SLGP protocol, only one instance of random number 
generation was used. The clock cycle consumption required by the tag was 104. The clock cycle consumption 
required by tags in the SLGP protocol is 208 when the authentication process is taken into consideration. Table 2 
lists the clock cycle consumption for the protocols that are being compared. 

Table 2 Tag computational cost comparison 
 Reference [3] Reference [4] Reference [5] SLGP 

Tag clock cycle consumption 
10,056 208 9,432 208 

5. Conclusion 

There are two types of grouping proof protocols for RFID systems. For association models, tags must be pre-
associated and during the proof generation process, messages are passed from one tag to another before they are 
passed to the reader. However, there are scalability issues that are associated with this type of protocol. Broadcast-
ing protocols are able to overcome scalability issues, but suffer from communication collisions and tag authentica-
tion issues and tags also need to be authenticated during the collection of particle evidence. This paper proposes a 
scalable SLGP broadcasting protocol for RFID systems. In the proposed protocol, readers and tags use pseudo-
nyms to ensure their anonymity. The security analysis revealed that SLGP is robust for the prevention of mas-
querading and spoofing attacks, replay attacks, and desynchronization attacks. From the performance comparison 
analysis, it can also be observed that SLGP protocols require relatively low number of clock cycles, thereby mak-
ing it suitable for applications that require low cost tags. 
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